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Using a sample of women natural sciences and engineering (NSE) faculty members from 13 Canadian universities, we investigated the impact of women academic leaders on women professors' perceptions of gender bias. Logistic regression analyses indicated that professors who perceived more workplace gender bias were more likely to feel that they needed to work harder to be seen as legitimate scholars than those who perceived less gender bias. However, professors who perceived that women were better represented amongst their faculty/college and university leadership were significantly less likely to feel that they needed to work harder for legitimacy than those who perceived greater gender bias in leadership. These results suggest that addressing gendered university hierarchies may moderate the impact of gender bias on women in NSE units.
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Résumé
Notre étude porte sur l’influence des femmes en position de leadership en milieu universitaire sur la perception des préjugés sexistes chez les professeures. L’échantillon étudié comporte des femmes du corps professoral en sciences naturelles et en génie (SNG) parmi 13 universités canadiennes. Des analyses fondées sur des régressions logistiques montrent que les professeures qui perçoivent davantage de préjugés sexistes en milieu de travail sentent qu’elles doivent travailler plus fort pour se sentir légitimes, comparativement à celles qui perçoivent moins ces mêmes préjugés. Toutefois, si le corps professoral et la direction comptent des femmes, les professeures ressentent beaucoup moins l’obligation de travailler plus fort pour se sentir légitimes, comparativement à celles qui perçoivent plus de préjugés au sein de la direction. Les résultats donnent à penser qu’une réflexion sur la hiérarchie genrée en milieu universitaire pourrait atténuer les effets des préjugés sexistes sur les femmes en SNG.
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Introduction
There is an extensive literature describing gender biased workplace climates in academic science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) departments/units (e.g., Fox, 2010; Settles et al., 2006). Women report experiencing a wide array of inequities relative to their male colleagues including less research support (Xu, 2008); a disproportionate responsibility for service and addressing students’ personal problems (Dengate, Peter, & Farenhorst, 2018; Misra et al., 2011); and harassment and uncivil treatment from colleagues and students (Clancy et al., 2017; Dengate, Peter, Farenhorst, & Franz-Odendaal, 2019).
In contrast, the extent and consequences of gender bias in academic leadership appears under-explored. Moreover, the impact of women academic leaders on women STEM professors’ workplace experiences remains under-examined despite evidence that women leaders positively influence academic workplaces (Chesterman et al., 2003; Tomàs et al., 2010); and that women role models can help mitigate gender bias in STEM (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011). Studies of gender bias in STEM leadership tend to, instead, describe the barriers that aspiring women leaders encounter (McCullough, 2011); women STEM leaders’ experiences, including in industry contexts (Marinelli & Lord, 2014); initiatives to increase women’s representation amongst academic leadership (Bilimoria & Liang, 2014); or the characteristics of effective women academic leaders (Tomàs et al., 2010).

The gap in the literature around the impact of women leaders is unfortunate as existing evidence also suggests that there may be a relationship between women STEM professors’ own experiences of gender bias (e.g., harassment) and the persistence of gender biased university hierarchies, where men occupy a disproportionate share of the most senior administrative positions (Smith & Bray, 2017). Experiencing harassment has been associated with promotion delays for women natural sciences and engineering (NSE) professors in Canada (Dengate, Peter, Farenhorst, & Franz-Odendaal, 2019); and dissatisfaction with research support and advancement opportunities has been linked to greater intentions to change jobs amongst women in STEM units in the United States (Xu, 2008). Accordingly, women STEM professors’ disadvantage appears compounded; gender bias experiences can inhibit women from advancing to senior positions (McCullough, 2011), yet if more women did advance, they might help mitigate other women STEM professors’ experience of workplace gender bias (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011).

Our objective is to add to the literature examining the impact of women in academic leadership (e.g., Chesterman et al., 2003; Tomàs et al., 2010). Using a sample of women NSE professors from 13 Canadian universities, we ask if perceiving that women are well-represented amongst faculty/college and university leadership has a moderating effect on respondents’ perceptions of gender bias and feeling that they have to work harder to be perceived as a legitimate scholar.

Canadian Context: Gendered Universities

We situate our analysis within the gendered organizations framework, which asserts that organizations’ structures can be biased against women, resting upon an unequal division of labour (Acker, 1990). Some scholars argue that universities are gendered organizations (e.g., Bird, 2011); and this literature tends to emphasize that underlying gender bias is reflected in women’s greater responsibility for devalued service work (Bird et al., 2004) or hidden care labour, such as helping students with personal problems (Dengate, Peter, & Farenhorst, 2019).

However, a gendered division of labour may also be observed in the composition of an organization’s hierarchy; with men being overrepresented amongst senior leadership, for example (Acker, 1990). In such a hierarchy, women are less likely to hold powerful positions and more likely to perform supportive functions, emphasizing the perceived lower value of “women’s work” (Acker, 1990). Even though university power is decentralized—distributed amongst the central administration and individual units including faculties/colleges and departments, each with their own leaders—men tend to hold a disproportionate number of senior positions across these units (Bird, 2011). Accordingly, to the extent that women are underrepresented across academic leadership, their ability to positively influence workplace cultures, including gender equity, is limited (Peter et al., 2020).

Consistent with the scholarship on universities as gendered organizations (Bird et al., 2004; Bird, 2011), academic NSE units in Canada tend to be male-dominated and have gendered hierarchies. Women accounted for less than 25% of full-time academic staff within architecture, engineering, mathematics, computer science, physical/life sciences, and technologies in 2016–2017 (Statistics Canada, 2018). Women in NSE disciplines are less likely than men to be full professors (Canadian Association of University Teachers, 2018); and comprised less than 10% of full professors in the physical sciences and engineering in 2011 (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council, 2017). Moreover, it may take significantly longer for women in NSE to be promoted to associate and full professor than men (Ornstein et al., 2007).

Canadian university administrations also appear to
be male-dominated. As illustrated in Table 1, leadership across the top 15 universities in Canada (the “U15”) remains mostly male (Smith & Bray, 2017). With respect to racial diversity, all of the (few) women chancellors and presidents were white, as were the vast majority of women vice provosts academic, vice provosts research, and deans (Smith & Bray, 2017). Interestingly, the two U15 schools with the highest percentage of women deans (54% and 50%) were the only institutions with women presidents (Smith & Bray, 2017), again fueling questions as to the broader effect that women academic leaders may have on gender equity.

### Literature Review

Unfortunately, there is currently little direct evidence detailing the impact that women academic leaders have on professors’ perceptions of gender bias. Nevertheless, the extant literature indicates that gender bias can impede women from advancing to leadership positions, and suggests that the quality of academic workplaces may suffer as a result of women's absence. Accordingly, previous research leads us to expect that women NSE professors who perceive greater gender equity amongst their faculty/college and university leadership will be less likely to feel that they have to work harder to be perceived as a legitimate scholar relative to their colleagues that perceive greater gender inequity in leadership.

We begin by discussing how cultural gender bias and organizational gender bias in universities can serve as barriers to academic/STEM leadership for women. We then explore the evidence describing the positive effect that women leaders can have on academic workplaces. Because our analysis inquires about gendered leadership at the faculty/college and university levels, we review studies involving women leaders from any discipline, but emphasize STEM-specific findings whenever possible.

#### Gendered Barriers to Academic/STEM Leadership

Women in academic science and engineering in the United States were more likely to hold a disciplinary leadership position (e.g., professional association), than a research centre or university administrative position (Parker & Welch, 2013). To the extent that research centres and university leaders influence knowledge production and control resources (Parker & Welch, 2013), a gendered division of leadership is problematic for gender equity in academic STEM and may, arguably, further embed gender bias in universities' structures.

Even though some women expressed little interest in leadership roles, such as dean (Dutta, 2018; Hart, 2016; Tomàs et al., 2010), women's so-called disinterest reflects constrained career choices. Women in STEM have the capability to lead (e.g., Dugan et al., 2013), but the combination of gendered cultural stereotypes and or-
organizational gender bias within universities may render them “unseen” with respect to leadership—not seen as a good fit by their institutions, with many women considering themselves to be a poor fit, too (Dutta, 2018, p. 244).

Cultural Gender Bias
Leadership roles are implicitly masculine-typed; assumed to require someone who is tough, assertive, and decisive. As cultural stereotypes typically associate men with these agentic attributes, there is no conflict between men’s gender and leadership (Eagly & Karau, 2002; Heilman, 2001). However, role incongruity exists for women leaders because they violate descriptive stereotypes of feminine communality (e.g., women are deferential, not assertive). Thus, there is a perceived lack-of-fit between women and leadership positions (Eagly & Karau, 2002; Heilman, 2001). Moreover, the more masculine-typed the job (e.g., Dean of Science), the worse the perceived fit and the greater the expectations that women will fail (Heilman, 2001, p. 660).

Indeed, women professors may feel pressure to exhibit stereotypical feminine traits at work, such as passivity and cooperation (Dutta, 2018; McCullough, 2011; Tomàs et al., 2010). As these traits are inconsistent with stereotypically masculine understandings of leadership, women may undervalue their own abilities; and state that they “do not feel ready” or qualified for leadership (Chesterman et al., 2003, p. 245; Dutta, 2018; Roos & Gatta, 2009). Similarly, gender stereotypes around self-promotion may mean that women are not considered for leadership as often as men. Because bragging is less acceptable for women than men, women who self-promote in pursuit of advancement may experience backlash (Marinelli & Lord, 2014; Moss-Racusin & Rudman, 2010).

Gendered cultural expectations also influence the division of unpaid labour, such as caregiving and household chores. Consequently, some women may not be interested in (or considered for) leadership related to their disproportionate responsibility for domestic labour, which may already make it difficult to balance family and an academic workload (Brue, 2019; Dutta, 2018; McCullough, 2011; Rosser, 2004).

Likewise, masculine ideal worker expectations of an uninterrupted linear academic career (e.g., no caregiving leave) and mobility can put prospective women leaders at a disadvantage compared to men. Women professors in Australia were relatively less able to relocate or to change institutions than men for family-related reasons, which restricts their leadership opportunities (Chesterman et al., 2003).

Organizational Gender Bias
In addition to cultural stereotypes around leadership suitability, gender bias embedded within universities’ structures can discourage women from pursuing (or being selected for) leadership roles; and such biases are reflected in the division of academic labour, access to networks and information, existing leadership composition (i.e., predominately men), and hiring processes.

With respect to division of labour, women may already be disproportionately responsible for academic service and student care work (e.g., helping with personal problems), which require significant time and effort (Dengate, Peter, & Farenhorst, 2019; Misra et al., 2011). As a result, women STEM professors may consider leadership to be yet another distraction from research that they love (Hart, 2016); and which is most essential for career success (Acker et al., 2012).

Further, “old boys” networks influence informal decision making and information sharing in academia/STEM (Roos & Gatta, 2009; Sagebiel, 2018). Indeed, Hart (2016) has noted that a critical function of STEM networks is the exchange of informal resources, including funding opportunities and inside information about department-specific matters. Thus, if excluded from informal networks and outings (e.g., beers, dinners, and golf), women may be less likely than men to obtain positions of STEM departmental influence (e.g., chair of major committees), or receive information to successfully compete for and perform leadership roles (Roos & Gatta, 2009; Sagebiel, 2018).

Women’s interest in and ascent to leadership may be further inhibited by the continued lack of women university leaders, overall. Without existing role models, it is difficult to challenge assumptions that women are ill-suited to lead (Ely et al., 2011; McCullough, 2011). Early-career STEM women in the United States (graduate students and postdocs) reported that they lacked options for formal mentors who could provide guidance for obtaining leadership roles and personal growth (Amon, 2017). Instead, some women looked for mentorship outside of their field in order to meet their needs (Amon, 2017). Similarly, Marinelli and Lord (2014, p. 102) found that women’s decisions to transition to management in technical engineering organizations in Australia were of-
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Bias in STEM units (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011). Including mitigating women's experiences of gender may have on academic workplaces (Tomàs et al., 2010), we now turn to the positive effect that women leaders can have on academic leadership, including STEM units (e.g., Bilimoria & Liang, 2014; Luna, 2012), means that existing hiring practices can be an additional barrier to leadership for qualified and interested women professors. Similarly, mid-career women STEM professors in the United States felt that the path to leadership was ambiguous and that they received little institutional support for their leadership ambitions (Hart, 2016). Consequently, some felt that changing universities was their only option (Hart, 2016). In sum, cultural stereotypes and organizational gender bias may combine to impede women's ascent to leadership positions in academia, including STEM units (McCullough, 2011; Roos & Gatta, 2009). To underscore the impact of gender inequity in academic leadership, we now turn to the positive effect that women leaders may have on academic workplaces (Tomàs et al., 2010), including mitigating women's experiences of gender bias in STEM units (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011).

Effect of Women Academic Leaders

The literature suggests that academic workplace cultures benefit from women leaders. Specifically, Australian academic cultures became more friendly, supportive, and collegial when women held positions with significant power (Chesterman et al., 2003). Similarly, women university leaders in Spain were credited with effectively supervising programs, reducing bureaucracy, addressing employees' needs, and creating a positive work atmosphere (Tomàs et al., 2010, p. 496). Even though more research is needed to understand exactly why women leaders have a positive effect, some literature suggests that their impact could be related to adopting the transformational style of leadership, which is consistent with some stereotypically feminine communal behaviours, such as supporting others and working together (Eagly & Johannesen-Schmidt, 2001). Indeed, women academic leaders in Spain asserted that the most important leadership attributes included a genuine concern for addressing people's needs, creating a positive atmosphere, and a strong commitment to teamwork (Tomàs et al., 2010). They emphasized acknowledging workers' efforts, making sure that everyone's ideas were included, promoting dialogue, reaching consensus, and transparent decision making (Tomàs et al., 2010). Similarly, women academic leaders in Australia emphasized working with staff and students, encouraging them to develop, and highlighted the importance of collaboration and consultation as opposed to hierarchical management (Chesterman et al., 2003, p. 432; Tomàs et al., 2010). However, any positive impact attributed to the transformational style may come at a cost; adopting a communal leadership style also risks that women will be considered less competent, given expectations that leaders should be dominant and agentic (Rudman et al., 2012).

There is some evidence that women in academic STEM value transformational leadership (Amon, 2017). However, women STEM leaders also combined agentic and communal behaviours (Isaac et al., 2010), including strategically employing each at different times, perhaps to ensure they are perceived as competent leaders in fields traditionally dominated by men while also remaining likeable by not losing too much of their femininity (Faulkner, 2009).

Early-career women in academic STEM navigated being a motherly figure or an authoritative "b-word" (Amon, 2017). When working with men, one woman recalled hiding emotions and not being too soft. With women, emphasizing equality and emotion was a more effective approach (Amon, 2017). Similarly, women engineering managers in Australia adopted an androgynous style (i.e., both relational and instrumental qualities) to transition to leadership, but emphasized people and relationships once they were managers, including prioritizing employees' development and well-being to build effective teams (Marinelli & Lord, 2014). Accordingly, women STEM leaders may have to engage in an additional balancing act to be maximally effective, as compared to women leading different university units.

Effect on Other Women in STEM

Women leaders can have a positive effect on other women professors. Women professors may be more comfortable sharing their insecurities with women leaders as they may feel women are less likely to judge them.
than men, perhaps related to shared struggles and work experiences (Burke & McKeen, 1996; Chesterman et al., 2003). With respect to STEM units, three women chairs in medicine in the United States were proudly viewed by other women and men professors as indicators of positive change (Isaac et al., 2010). Likewise, women STEM professors reported greater feelings of empowerment and influence in their department after working with a woman mentor (Settles et al., 2007).

Even though more STEM-specific research is needed to draw conclusions regarding explanatory processes, some social psychological studies indirectly suggest that women leaders may help other women STEM professors overcome experiences of gender bias because these women serve as reminders that women belong in STEM. Specifically, women role models helped increase other women’s sense of belonging and self-efficacy; and greater belonging and self-efficacy were, in turn, associated with decreased perceptions of bias (Dasgupta, 2011). Extrapolating from these findings, women leaders may help to protect other women from the negative effects of gendered stereotypes about STEM and leadership competence, perhaps (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011).

Frequent, high-quality interactions with successful women professors were associated with greater career ambitions and leadership self-concept amongst women university students (Asgari et al., 2010). However, perceived similarity appeared key. Women students who were exposed to women leaders who were similar to them (i.e., told that both had graduated from the same university) were less vulnerable to leadership stereotypes; seeing themselves as having more leader-like qualities than those who were exposed to women leaders that were dissimilar to them (Asgari et al., 2011, pp. 379–380).

In addition, an inclusive style of leadership (to the extent that women lead inclusively) might also help foster an “identity-safe environment,” which assures individuals that potentially stigmatizing identities, like gender or race, are not barriers to success and that marginalized individuals are welcomed and supported (Davies et al., 2005, p. 278). Identity-safe conditions reduced vulnerability to stereotype threat (i.e., expectations of failure that undermine actual performance). When women were informed that gender differences in leadership skills did not exist, they were no longer significantly more likely to choose a supportive role over a leadership role (Davies et al., 2005).

Accordingly, a greater number of women leaders and increasing the quantity and quality of women STEM professors’ contact with these leaders may help mitigate the effect of gender bias; and possibly enhance women own estimation of their fit for leadership, especially if they perceive similarities between themselves and women leaders (Asgari et al., 2010, 2011; Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011). As such, we expect that women NSE professors who perceive that women are better represented amongst their faculty/college and university leadership will be less likely to feel that they need to work harder to be perceived as a legitimate scholar, relative to their counterparts that perceive greater gender inequity in leadership.

Methodology
We administered a workplace experiences survey to NSE professors from 13 Canadian universities located across the Prairie and Atlantic provinces. Data collection from five Prairie universities took place between September and November 2017; and data collection from eight Atlantic universities took place between April and June 2018. We compiled a list of professors’ email addresses from university websites to create the sampling frame and invited them to participate via email. The survey covered a number of topics pertaining to workplace climate, including workload fairness, harassment/discrimination, and leadership support.

Sample
The final size of the full sample (men and women) after data cleaning was 686 respondents, constituting a response rate of 22%. Approximately one-third of the full sample are women (36.3%) and 63.7% are men. As we are interested in the effects of gendered leadership on women, this analysis only includes the female respondents (n = 192). We present a comparison of demographic characteristics for the full and women-only samples in Table 2.

Measures
The independent variable is an index of perceived bias toward women. We performed a factor analysis on 11 items, which indicated that all items measured the same concept. The full list of items can be found in Table 3 below.
Table 2

Descriptive Statistics for Women-Only and Full Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women-Only</th>
<th>Full (women and men)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-identified as white</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Professor</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching stream</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Faculty of Science</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Faculty of Engineering</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior administrative position (Associate Head/Chair or higher)</td>
<td>19.5%*</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample size (n)</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *Of these women, 37.8% held a central or faculty-level administrative position; and 62.2% held a department- or unit-level position.

Table 3

Index of Perceived Bias Toward Women

1. My colleagues expect me to represent the ‘point of view’ of my gender
2. Stereotypes about women have affected me personally at work
3. I feel judged by my colleagues because I am female
4. In my faculty/college, many men have a lot of prejudice against women, even if they do not actually express them
5. At this university, most men have problems viewing women as equal
6. I believe that my colleagues’ evaluations of me is affected by my gender
7. In my department/unit, I have raised a point, which was not listened to until it was later made by a male colleague
8. The increasing focus of granting agencies (e.g., NSERC, CIHR) on gender equity has resulted in men including collaborators on research grants that they would really prefer not to work with
9. Women who apply for research grants (e.g., NSERC, CIHR) have an advantage over their male peers because of granting agencies’ policies on gender equity
Reliability statistics ($\alpha = 0.85$) indicated a high level of internal consistency, meaning that the items were sufficiently related to one another to form a reliable index. Women’s average score on the bias index was 31.16 out of 44, indicating a moderate level of perceived bias toward women ($M = 31.16$, $SD = 8.97$).

**Dependent Variable**
The main dependent variable is the probability of agreeing with the following statement: I feel like I have to work harder to be perceived as legitimate (yes = 50%, no = 50%).

**Moderator Variable**
An index of women in leadership serves as the moderator variable. This index includes two items, asking respondents their level of agreement with the following: women are well-represented in leadership positions in my faculty/college; and women are well-represented in leadership positions at my university ($0 = $strongly disagree$, 4 = $strongly agree$).

A Pearson’s correlation indicated a strong relationship between the two items ($r = 0.65$); and mean scores suggested that respondents do not generally feel that women are well-represented amongst leadership within their faculty/college or university ($M = 3.15$, $SD = 1.02$).

**Analysis Procedures**
As our dependent variable is dichotomous, we performed a logistic regression using SPSS v.25. To aid interpretation, we standardized the perceived bias and leadership indices around Z-scores values ($M = 0$, $SD = 1$). Scores above zero indicate above average perceived bias, whereas scores below zero indicate below average perceived bias, for example.

**Results**
The logistic regression results are shown in Table 4. Women who perceived more gender bias were 1.77 times more likely to agree that they have to work harder to be perceived as a legitimate scholar than those who perceived less bias. Perceptions of the number of women in leadership did not significantly impact women professors’ feeling that they need to work harder to be perceived as legitimate.

With respect to rank, a chi-square analysis indicated that women associate professors (72.3%) were significantly more likely than their assistant professor (45.5%) and full professor (40%) colleagues to agree that they needed to work harder to be perceived as legitimate ($X^2 (3,188) = 12.67$, $p < .01$). When we entered rank into the logistic regression equation alongside the gender bias covariate, we found a significant difference between associate and full professors, specifically. It makes sense that women associate professors are more likely to agree that they have to work harder to be perceived as legitimate scholars than full professors, as associate professors have not yet been promoted to the highest faculty rank.

When the interaction term between perceived bias and women in leadership was entered in the equation, we observed a significant relationship with the outcome measure. Our results indicated that the association between perceived gender bias and feeling like you have to work harder to be perceived as legitimate was moderated by women in leadership positions. Figure 1 shows that the slope is flatter where the moderator variable is present, indicating that women are less likely to feel that they have to work harder to be perceived as legitimate when more women are (perceived to be) in leadership positions. Alternatively, where the moderator is absent, the slope is steeper, which suggests that women feel they have to work harder for legitimacy (i.e., experience the impacts of gender bias more strongly) when they feel that women are relatively more absent from leadership.
The significant difference between associate and full professors held following the introduction of the interaction term. As such, our results suggest that the relationship between perceived gender bias and feeling like one has to work harder to be perceived as a legitimate scholar holds across all rank levels, but is particularly pronounced amongst women associate professors.
Discussion
The literature indicates that gender bias inhibits women’s advancement into academic/STEM leadership (McCullough, 2011); and that this is especially unfortunate because women role models may help mitigate the impact that gender bias in STEM has on other women (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011). We add to the literature on the impact of women academic leaders with our finding that perceiving a greater number of women leaders moderates the impact that gender bias has on women NSE professors’ feeling that they need to work harder for scholarly legitimacy.

Moreover, existing research has established a link between women STEM professors’ experiences of gender bias and the maintenance of gendered university hierarchies. Women NSE professors in Canada who reported harassment also reported delayed promotion to the associate professor rank (Dengate, Peter, Farenhorst, & Franz-Odendaal, 2019); and dissatisfaction with research support was associated with greater intentions to change jobs amongst women STEM professors in the United States (Xu, 2008). Similarly, our results suggest that increasing women’s representation amongst leadership may have a diffuse positive effect on women’s perceptions of their NSE work environments.

Conversely, maintaining gendered hierarchies may exacerbate the impact of gender bias on women professors, perhaps including their confidence that women can advance to senior positions. Perceiving a lower likelihood of advancement opportunities and/or greater gender bias may, in turn, undermine women’s commitment to their STEM employers (e.g., Settles et al., 2007; Major et al., 2013). As we found that women associate NSE professors who perceived gender bias were especially likely to feel that they needed to work harder for scholarly legitimacy, future research should prioritize investigating these women’s level of career satisfaction and intent to change jobs to assess the risk of losing mid-career women as a result of persistent gender bias in academia.

Implications for University Gender Equity Initiatives
The literature suggests that the positive impact of women leaders on women NSE professors may be more pronounced if the quantity and quality of interactions between these two groups can be increased (Asgari et al., 2010, 2011; Chesterman, 2003). To illustrate, work teams might provide a space for women to discuss professional matters while also bolstering their sense of belonging, commitment to the workplace, and feelings of self-efficacy (Dasgupta, 2011). Likewise, formal and informal mentorship programs may increase connections and enable women to share experiences and advice.

Yet, the relatively low numbers of women in both senior leadership and in many NSE units may make it difficult to facilitate such interactions (e.g., Amon, 2017; Marinelli & Lord, 2014). Indeed, women professors have often relied on external professional STEM networks, which may not support academic advancement if they are largely composed of non-academics (Sagebiel, 2018). Consequently, developing cross-university initiatives may provide women with access to a greater number of women administrators/senior NSE professor role models and facilitate the positive effect of women leaders.

Moreover, identifying diverse women role models may give women NSE professors with multiple marginalized identities greater access to women who share these same identities, which they (likely) lack (Asgari et al., 2011; Stenken & Zajicek, 2010). Facilitating interactions amongst minority identity academic women may help NSE professors deal with the intersecting biases that they may be encountering and remind them that they, too, belong in NSE units (e.g., Davies et al., 2005). Further, access to more role models may illuminate different paths to academic leadership, which could reduce the need for aspiring women NSE leaders to change universities in pursuit of advancement (Hart, 2016).

Limitations and Future Research on the Impact of Diverse Leaders
Many of the limitations of this study can be addressed by future research. First, our measure of women’s representation amongst leadership was based on perceptions, rather than actual numbers of women leaders within respondents’ institutions. Future studies should account for the proportion of women leaders to better understand how degrees of gender bias in leadership may affect women NSE professors. Similarly, future studies should test which positions have a stronger effect and why. Do faculty/college leaders have a greater impact on per-
ceptions of bias than university leaders? Is it because professors are more likely to have a greater number of interactions with leaders in their own unit (Asgari et al., 2010)? Is there a greater sense of similarity with faculty/college leaders related to a shared discipline (Asgari et al., 2011)?

Indeed, we are unable to comment on the reasons why perceiving greater gender equity in leadership has a positive impact, even though it is logical to infer that those respondents who perceive greater gender equity in leadership may be more likely to feel that women belong; and that, therefore, these women respondents will also be less likely to feel that they need to work harder for legitimacy. Future research incorporating open-ended survey questions or interviews would enable women professors to better explain the connections amongst these variables, such as whether women leaders have improved the overall workplace environment and if improvements stem from their leadership style, for example (Isaac et al., 2010; Tomàs et al., 2010).

Our results cannot be generalized to all Canadian NSE professors, as our cross-sectional survey only sampled from two geographic regions and the response rate was somewhat low (22%). A representative survey would clarify the extent to which women leaders have a positive effect on NSE professors; and a longitudinal design would be ideal for tracking changes in the number of women leaders and any corresponding changes in the degree of gender bias within NSE units.

A larger sample size is crucial going forward, as it would permit investigations of intersectional differences amongst underrepresented groups of NSE professors and academic leaders in Canada. Our sample was too small to sub-divide women professors and, as such, we could not observe whether women leaders positively impacted white and racialized women NSE professors equally, for example. Moreover, given that white women may be more likely to occupy leadership roles in Canadian academia than racialized women (Smith & Bray, 2017), it will be important for future studies to disaggregate the impact of different women leaders on certain groups of professors (e.g., the effect of racialized women leaders vs. white women leaders on racialized NSE professors’ experiences).

Lastly, a larger sample is necessary to move beyond gender to examine the impact of leaders on other types of bias in STEM units, including intersecting biases; for example, do LGBTQA leaders mitigate LGBTQA professors’ experiences of heteronormative bias to a greater extent than other types of leaders and, if so, do racialized LGBTQA professors benefit as much as white LGBTQA professors?

Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that there may be far-reaching benefits of improving gender equity in academic leadership in Canada and that this topic must be a priority for future research on EDI in STEM units. In addition to enhancing institution-wide EDI by increasing women’s share of senior faculty/college and university leadership positions, women leaders may also lessen the impact of gender biased NSE workplace climates on women professors. Women NSE professors are significantly more likely than men to encounter gender-based discrimination and mistreatment at work, which undermines their career achievement (Dengate, Peter, & Farenhorst, 2019), women leaders may play a key role in mitigating systemic gender bias in STEM at multiple levels.
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